Expertise on
Staff for Splunk
Avoid candidate fraud — let us
help you secure the most-qualified
Splunk talent with the experience
and proven results you need.
Identifying, hiring, training, and retaining Splunk expertise can be a daunting challenge,
even for the most popular commercial brands or compelling public sector organizations.
Kinney Group’s Expertise on Staff (EOS) for Splunk service provides organizations with a
compelling option for adding Splunk expertise to their teams. Whether an organization is
expanding its Splunk team or looking to replace Splunk expertise that has departed, EOS
for Splunk service can provide immediate results.

How is Kinney Group
Expertise on Staff for
Splunk different than
traditional staffing
services?
With over 600+ Splunk service
engagements, Kinney group knows how
to spot and validate the best of the best.
Strenuous requirements for technical
excellence, organizational fit, and
business aptitude mean that less than 1%
of identified candidates make the grade.
Because Splunk is constantly growing
and evolving, Kinney Group invests in
training, support, and current certifications
to provide only the very best and brightest
talent.
Your staffed resource has access to the
entire Kinney Group team, featuring the
deepest bench of Splunk expertise and
knowledge in the world.
Expertise on Staff offers a far-superior
value, for a cost on-par (or better than)
with traditional staffing solutions.
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Much more than staff augmentation. No one knows
Splunk expertise better than Kinney Group.
Traditional staffing firms identify resumes that have the keyword “Splunk,” but do they know how to spot and
verify true Splunk talent? Is your staffing firm really equipped to provide Splunk expertise that matches the
needs of the organization? Unless a staffing firm has both expertise and experience specific to Splunk, the best
they can do is provide a candidate that has Splunk on their resume.
Since 2013, Kinney Group has delivered 600+ Splunk service engagements to commercial and public sector
organizations, big and small. Kinney Group has developed applications on the Splunk platform and helped
customers “turn data into doing™” with the Splunk platform. Kinney Group knows how to acquire Splunk talent,
validate their expertise, and enhance their Splunk skills with specialized training and support. Traditional staffing
doesn’t even come close.

It doesn’t start with a keyword search. The first step is
understanding your unique requirements.
Kinney Group’s EOS for Splunk service goes beyond simply providing access to skilled Splunk talent. Our
first step in an EOS for Splunk engagement is to gain understanding of the customer’s requirements and the
attributes of their Splunk environment.
We achieve understanding of requirements via an assessment of your Splunk systems and processes from
one of our Splunk Architects and review the desired outcomes from your Splunk investment. Not only does
this ensure a good match for an EOS resource, the assessment also helps illuminate any current or emerging
trouble issues with your Splunk environment.
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EXPERTISE ON STAFF (EOS) FOR SPLUNK

Project Evaluation
(1-2 weeks)
Engineering evaluation of
environment and project
requirements, and a jump-start
to the engagement

Project Execution
(6-12+ months)
Deployment of long-term
consulting resource to match
requirements for skills and
experience

More than a single
staffer — you get the
entire Kinney Group
team when you engage
with Expertise on Staff
for Splunk.
Kinney Group fully trains and
support all staff, meaning EoS
resources have access to
ongoing Splunk training at no
extra cost to you. Further, EoS
personnel have 24/7 access
to Kinney Group’s Expertise
on Demand support service
along with our pool of Splunk
Architects and developers — all
included.

Ongoing Project Support
Continued support from an
Engineer and Project Manager

About Kinney Group
Kinney Group has one of the deepest benches of Splunk expertise in North America.
Since 2013, our team has provided a comprehensive Splunk customer experience across
multiple disciplines including Splunk Enterprise, Splunk Enterprise Security (ES), IT Services
Intelligence (ITSI) and custom use cases in the areas of compliance, IoT, and machine
learning. Kinney Group highlights include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Splunk Elite Authorized Service Provider
Splunk Award-winning Services Partner
Experience with 500+ projects delivered nationwide and overseas
Application development expertise for the Splunk platform
More than 50+ Splunk-certified professionals on staff
100% U.S.-based staff, most with security clearances

Ready to learn more about Kinney
Group Expertise on Staff?
Stop rolling the dice on Splunk staffing — get the expertise you need, exactly when
you need it, backed by the deepest bench of Splunk professionals, engineers, and
architects in the world. To learn more about how Kinney Group’s Splunk certified
professionals can serve you, please contact us.

(317) 721-0500

splunk.kinneygroup.com
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